The Power of Video to Promote Corporate Wellness Elena Valentine, BA 1 I n 2013, Barclays faced one of their biggest workforce challenges yet. How do they achieve the highest results for their clients without sacrificing the mental well-being of their employees? 1 With nearly 100 000 employees worldwide, Barclays knew that managing stress and mental illness was prevalent and deeply stigmatized. But how could Barclay's jump-start a mental health program that was both unified yet bespoke to a diverse workforce? Their answer? A campaign driven by the personal video stories of their employees. They called it ''This Is Me.' ' With video, Barclays aimed to make mental illness visible by putting a face to it literally. One of the videos starts with employees making introductory statements like ''I'm a mother,'' ''married with 3 grown up children,'' ''published composer,'' or ''history graduate.'' 2 It might catch you by surprise when you learn shortly after, ''[they've] suffered from clinical depression and have come close to committing suicide.'' We see the employees' body language and emotions shift. Their voices quiver, their eyes swell up, their tone of voice takes a measured inflection. Yet, their stories don't end there. Instead, they highlight their illness as just one aspect of a larger fabric of their identity. Although Beth may have suffered with depression for 20 years, it doesn't define her. She loves to sing, dance, go to musicals, and spend time with family. We see Beth in ourselves. We identify with her. Simply put, her video story makes her more human.
By 2016, the campaign went from 9 to 160 stories and over 60 000 website views. Those self-identifying with a mental illness went from 3% to 7%. 3 The strategy was working. Barclay's ''This Is Me'' campaign has become a beacon for many other companies aiming to shine a light on mental well-being. And, video has continued to play a pivotal role in how they ''normalize'' mental health across their organization.
Media is the literacy of the 21st century. You can learn how to do almost anything on YouTube. Generation Z, the next generation of our workforce, certainly is. 4 From braiding hair, installing a kitchen sink, to touring the White House, video demystifies the process for things that would be difficult to understand or, more importantly, feel. In fact, by 2020, video will be the largest driver of Internet traffic. 5 What's more, our brains are wired for visuals. We process visuals 60 000 times faster than text. We retain visual information longer. 6 And, posts with visuals see 3Â more engagement on social media. 7 Suffice to say, if text is the only way we're communicating with people outside and inside our companies, we're missing an opportunity.
Here are 4 ways you can use video to jump-start your wellness programs and increase engagement.
Showcase a Colleague Success Story
Think about those colleagues who despite many barriers have succeeded in their wellness journey. Showcasing a colleague success story, especially ones that had to overcome several challenges, is an inspiring and relatable way for others to see what's possible.
Show Your Wellness Program in Action
Perhaps there are components to your wellness program that are difficult to explain or understand. Think about the components you keep repeating meeting after meeting. Whether it's a new facility, nutrition initiative, or yoga class, pick up a camera and give colleagues a glimpse of how they might participate.
Showcase a Wellness Tip or Best Practice
As wellness professionals, you're bursting with knowledge and quick tips. It could be a new breathing technique or mindfulness exercise to help those colleagues on the go. Or better yet, you want to highlight one of your departments that created a relaxation room on a shoestring budget. This is your opportunity to inspire colleagues with visual nuggets to brighten and better their day.
Introduce Yourself and Your Wellness Team
We have to model what this practice looks like for others. The best way to jump-start video in your organization is to get out your own camera jitters. Some of you may serve a company of thousands of colleagues across multiple locations. No doubt you've felt the challenge of balancing emotionally charged conversations while still gaining trust. Introduce yourself and what makes you and your teammates so passionate about wellness. Through these simple video introductions, you can give colleagues a more personalized way to relate and connect with you.
Despite the myriad of video stories you might share, I know what some of you are thinking. Video is expensive, time-consuming, requires magical editing skills, [insert other deep fear here]. None of these have to be true. If you can take video of your pets or your kids, you can film your video wellness stories! That means that anyone with a phone can be a contributor. Here are some tips to set you and your colleagues up for filming success:
When you're capturing someone talking, find an area that's quiet and well-lit. If you're hand-holding the camera, brace your arms on a table or against your sides to help stabilize the shot. It's good to be prepared when you're interviewing someone. Have some questions ready to go beforehand. However, don't be afraid to go off-script, either. Asking open-ended questions, or starting a question like ''tell me the story of when . . . '' is a great way to get people talking on camera. If you're tight on budget and don't have the resources for editing, try and shoot your interviews/walkthroughs in short takes. This might take some practice, so leave some room for practice rounds.
Video is a powerful way for you to engage your team in sharing and building your corporate wellness brand. Video is about leveraging the power of visibility and being able to highlight multiple voices outside of your own. We know videos are not the end all be all. But what videos can spark is paving the path to translate how we continue to foster a supportive culture of well-being for all employees.
The Unlimited Potential of Storytelling as a Tool for Health Promotion Sara S. Johnson, PhD 1 I n a TED talk now viewed more than 37 million times, 1 Brene Brown shares a great story about a talk she had been invited to do. The talk's planner told her that in the materials publicizing the talk, she did not want to refer to Brown as a researcher for fear that people would assume Brown was ''boring and irrelevant.'' But the academician in Brown hesitated when the organizer suggested that she describe Brown as a ''storyteller.'' Ultimately, Brown concluded that ''maybe stories are just data with a soul.'' I first heard that expression while listening to Carmine Gallo's book Talk Like Ted, 2 in which he dedicates an entire chapter to storytellingidentifying it as a critical ingredient to the most impactful presentations ever given on the TED stage. It struck me immediately that, given our commitment to evidence-based best practices, the field of health promotion may not be infusing enough soul into our data. Whether we are making the case for the need for health promotion, designing compelling programs and interventions, or, as Dr. Jessica Grossmeier illustrated so beautifully in the Opening Commentary, sharing the outcomes of the programs, hopefully this issue of The Art of Health Promotion has convinced you that stories have the potential to trigger emotional responses and brain regions that make experiences ''sticky,'' immersing and inspiring the listener and, in turn, driving memory and motivation. 3 In fact, stories are a key element of Chip and Dan Heath's SUCCESs Model in Made to Stick. 4 The Heath brothers explain that stories prompt action via simulating what to do and inspiring the reader with the motivation to do it. They also remind storytellers to keep the idea concrete and credible while violating the listener's expectations by infusing the unexpected and triggering an emotional connection.
As you've seen unfold on the pages of this issue, storytelling is indeed an effective mechanism for persuading and moving audiences.
But there are other applications of storytelling that have a great deal of potential for our field. As McCann et al allude to, the internalized story each person creates about himself or herself forms a person's narrative identity or personal myth. 5 The central themes of people's stories have a tendency to fall into 2 categories-redemptive stories that transition from bad to good or contamination stories, 5, 6 in which lives transition from good to bad. It turns out that these narrative identities are fairly powerful. Those with more redemption stories tend to be more generative-contributing more to society and future generations-and to rate their lives as more meaningful. 5, 6 The good news is that studies 7 have shown that making edits to our personal narratives can influence our behavior. In fact, ongoing research is exploring how narrative medicine can assist health-care providers process their experiences in the hopes of increasing empathy, resilience, and a more patientcentered care culture.
8,9
Stories can also be a vehicle for connection, breaking down barriers and helping us empathize, 3, 10 as was underscored by Elena Valentine's description of the This is Me campaign at Barclays. Given that life expectancy for Americans decreased again this year 11 due in part to the continued increases in suicide and opioid overdoses, there has never been a more compelling need for people to feel heard, connected, and supported.
Among the best examples of creating connection through story is StoryCorps.
12,13 Their mission as an independently funded 501(c)(3) is ''to preserve and share humanity's stories in order to build connections between people and create a more just and compassionate
